The design of useful and optimized optical frequency references tends to be an evolutionary kind of procedure. Usually each progressive step results from direct interaction between theory and experiment. After a time there tends to be a convergence toward a rather definite design and level of performance. For example, stabilized dye laser linewidths had converged to -1-2 kHz (1) and 633 nm He-Ne/12 lasers had an apparent reproducibility (2,3) -10".
Then recently, substantially through interaction with people outside the usual metrological community, some rather amazing new understandings have developed. For example, in the case of the 633 nm HeNe laser stabilized on 12, the international intercomparisons (4-6) have been useful in demonstrating unmistakeably that the actual frequency reproducibility attained can be about one decade worse than the apparent repeatability: both laser power density ( 5 ) and 1 . ) cell preparation (6) have been shown to be of serious concern even though -the laser device appears to be operating normally. The former design equilibrium has been further undermined by the introduction (7) and widespread development (8,9) of laser devices based on the 612 nm He-Ne/12 coincidence which has a number of important advantages over the conventional 633 nm transition. External-cell experiments (10,11 with this system seem particularly promising, with repeatability in the ~~b-lO-~' domain already reported (10).
As for laser stabilization, a suggestion by Drever (12) arising from his interest in gravity wave detection has been synthesized with local interest in dye laser stabilization and has led to a quantum advance in this field (discussed below).
Extension of these techniques to precision high-sensitivity molecular spectroscopy was natural and has recently been reported (13). The whole RF sideband technique for sensitive spectroscopy was developed independently by Bjorklund (14) in connection with optical information storage and readout.
These RF electro-optic modulation technqiues are extremely powerful for both laser spectroscopy and laser stabilization and form the unifying theme of this report. We first discuss the use of the FM sideband techniques for laser locking. We then illustrate application of the method to sub-Doppler spectroscopy with some precise iodine saturated absorption resonance profiles. Consideration of the absorption process in terms of "darkness radiation" emitted hy the molecules allows us readily t? discuss nonequilibrium processes and to calculate the signal/noise ratio for several cases of interest. The report concludes with a brief look at a number of interesting new directions suggested by this work.
A fundamental problem in laser spectroscopy arises from the high level of amplitude noise which most lasers display, basically due to causes of a technical nature. A large number of ingenious techniques, such as polarization spectroscopy (IS), interference spectroscopy (16) and Polinex (17) have been developed over the years to retain most of the signal while avoiding much of the laser's amplitude noise. Snyder, Raj, Bloch and Ducloy (18) recognized that the laser noise could be minimized by using higher modulation frequencies. However, the upper useful frequency was limited by the population relaxation process implicit in their use of four-wave mixing to obtain sub-Doppler resonances. It is instructive to look at the frequency distribution of the laser amplitude noise. For example in figure 1 we show the amplitude noise spectral density of our relatively quiet ring dye laser. It may be seen that the laser amplitude is shot-noise limited only for (Fourier) frequencies above approximately 2 MHz. It may also be seen that the noise density is -80 dB higher at a more conventional modulation frequency such as 1 kHz. Although, as mentioned above, a plethora of laser spectroscopic techniques have been developed which aim to minimize direct feedthrough of this noise, for sensitive detection it is clearly attractive to encode our optical resonance information into an intermediate frequency signal above -2 MHz.
A very powerful and appropriate optical modulation technique has been suggested recently by Bjorklund (14) and by Drever (12) and demonstrated by Drever et al. (19) .
This method consists of putting FM sidebands on a probe signal and looking for a differential phase change or a sideband amplitude unbalance due to interaction with the resonant medium. In fact this is the optical equivalent of a method first discussed with much the same mtivation by Smaller (20) and by Acrivos (21) in the context of NMR. In the optical domain we may conveniently modulate the laser's phase with an external electro-optic phase modulator driven by an RF signal. Alternatively we may frequency modulate the laser with an intracavity electro-optic crystal (or possibly even with a very fast piezo-driven mirror). The modulated laser field is of the form
where Jn(p) is the Bessel function of order n and p is the modulation index. (In phase modulation, $ is the peak phase retardation. In FM, p = Au/w where Aw is the peak frequency deviation, and w is the RF modulation frequency.) This type of modulation process is very attractive for the intended spectroscopic heterodyne purpose as there is ideally no background intensity modulation at the IF frequency w for any value of p. In practice, the most interesting range is p & 1.1, for which the modulated signal reduces essentially to the carrier and its first two sidebands
The spatial dependence corresponds to running waves in the (+) z direction. This frequency/phase modulated field will be the input to our absorption cell or resonant cavity for laser stabilization.
As emphasized by Bjorklund ( 1 4 ) , a photodetector receiving this pure signal will display no photocurrent at the modulation frequency w: the two beat photocurrents between the carrier and either sideband are equal and opposite, leading ideally to perfect cancellation. The sideband structure displayed in equation (1) has full odd symmetry around the carrier; thus the resonances observed at frequency w with this signal will also display full odd symmetry around their spectral center.
Experimental verification is discussed below. A second advantage of the RF sideband method is that without loss of signal we are free to choose any convenient value for the modulation frequency, for example, one which is high enough to avoid the laser noise and to resolve sub-Doppler resonances of interest. On the other hand it is convenient to use an RF modulation frequency low enough to minimize pickup of the underlying Doppler profile and to avoid interaction with other hfs components. Lenth et al. (22) have drawn attention to the high data rate possible with these techniques arising from a combination of high intrinsic signallnoise ratio with a high Nyquist sampling frequency. A fourth important advantage of these RF sideband techniques for metrology is that the laser output per se is unmodulated. Finally, Drever (12) has pointed out that, even on a time scale much shorter than the resonance inverse linewidth, there is information available about changes of the laser's phase. Before considering such transient response in detail, it is convenient first to discuss stabilization of frequency with these techniques. Figure 2 shows an improved version of the PoundlDrever laser frequency/phase stabilizer (19).
For simplicity, we initially will ignore the portion of the diagram labelled "AM control loop," and describe first the operation of the basic system. A laser to be phaselfrequency stabilized is externally phase-modulated (or internally frequency modulated).
The appropriate RF frequency is chosen by reference to noise spectral data like those in figure 1. We typically use 7-15 MHz for dye laser locking to have an adequately-high Nyquist frequency for the wideband dyelaser servo, although lower frequencies -down to -2 MHz -would be adequate for low noise. After the modulator the laser beam has two first-order FM sidebands as described previously.
To observe narrow resonances with FM spectroscopy from a laser frequency control resonator, it is convenient to use a reflection-mode spectrometer. The "three-port circulator" may be conveniently formed with a polarizing prism and h / 4 plate (or Faraday rotator of 45O rotation). The input laser field with its sidebands passes through the polarizing prism and wave plate to the cavity where the sidebands are effectively totally reflected, as they lie completely outside the resonant linewidth of the cavity. The carrier however, is in near resonance with the cavity and leads to a build-up wave inside the resonator with a relative phase and amplitude that depend on the laserlcavity detuning. The leakage wave back through the coupling mirror adds vectorially to the directly-reflected laser carrier frequency component. The result (in the adiabatic limit) is an effective cavity reflection coefficient which exhibits a narrow dip at resonance, with the expected Lorentzian shape and associated rapid phase variation. The net reflected electric field of the carrier with quadrature-phase is the one useful for producing a discriminator-type resonance. This field, combined with the two reflected sideband fields, is steered to the detector (output) port of the polarizing prism by virtue of the orthogonal polarization resulting from two passages through the wave plate (or Faraday rotator). These three fields, incident on a fast photodetector, will generally give rise to a photobeat current at the modulation frequency unless the two beat currents exactly cancel. Such perfect cancellation occurs when the cavity reflection phase shift is the same for all three optical frequencies: this condition produces an AM-free signal, although the sidebandlcarrier amplitude ratio may be larger than that obtainable by frequencylphase modulation due to resonant absorption of the carrier. Any relative cavity/laser detuning will yield a net RF photocurrent which, after amplification, is phase-sensitively detected to recover the desired dispersion-shaped resonance (for laser frequencylphase control). Figure 3 shows the intensity transmitted by the cavity (top trace) as the cavity frequency is scanned through the optical carrier and its several sidebands. The lower curve shows the phase detector output. One can note that we really are detecting the electric field (not intensity) with the heterodyne method by comparing the strength of the J2(p) second sideband with the J I ( $ ) first sideband signal in its intensity measure (top trace) and field measure (lower trace).
Further, we note the window of width 2w over which the error signal has the correct sign. If the laser happens to briefly fall out of lock, it will be recaptured from anywhere within this window. This property is of inestimable value in providing a lock which is extremely tight yet still robust and tolerant of dye laser bubbles, etc.
To give an impression of the performance of such a stabilizer we present in figure 4 a record of the beat waveform between a pair of such stabilized lasers. For this test, we stabilized both to a single reference cavity to almost eliminate problems due to cavity drift. The isolation of the two lasers (one HeNe and one jet-stream dye laser, both operating at 633 run) was assured by use of orthogonal polarizations, different electro-optic modulation crystals and RF frequencies, and 1 interference order difference in the control cavity. The -100 MHz beat frequency, obtained in a separate avalanche photodiode, was then heterodyned into the audio domain using a phase-stable frequency synthesizer. The beat frequency, chosen to be -600 Hz, is displayed in figure 4 . The signal has been low pass filtered (10 kHz fc) and sampled (at 50 ps/channel). Inspection of figure 4 shows there is remarkably little fast phase noise. The laser beat line width, estimated from a histogram of the number of sampling dots per half cycle, is -60 Hz (19) .
The basic limiting phe nomena are associated with drifts of the dc levels due in part to ground loops and other purely electronic problems. But the main drift problems arose from incidental amplitude modulation produced in the nominally-pure FM modulation process. As noted below, it is straightforward to implement an AM control loop which drives the timeaveraged amplitude modulation to zero. It is interesting to note that the same technique has been used earlier by Stein and Turneaure (23) in locking a microwave oscillator to a microwave cavity.
Implementation of the optical AM control loop ("accuracy servo") is facilitated by using as phase modulator a multi-crystal modulator of the type designed originally for amplitude modulation. We place the laser input polarization just a few degrees away from the axis that exhibits electro-optic modulation (rather than at 0 ' which would give only phase modulation or at 45' which would give only amplitude modulation).
Thus at our chosen orientation we have the desired phase modulation plus a small amplitude modulation component of sign and magnitude which are controllable via the dc bias imposed on the crystal. An integrator and IN amplifier can form the closed loop "accuracy servo." In practice, we find it is very important to use flat response photodiodes of reasonably large area (=3 mm @). Apparently on a very sensitive level there are spatial variations in the sideband phases or amplitudes, perhaps arising from spurious reflections within the modulator unit and/or from stria in the modulator crystal itself. With modest care a background AM signal level 60 dB below the maximum signal is readily obtained. This value would correspond to a possible offset in the cavity lock frequency of about 1/1000 of the finesse line width. A detailed investigation of these accuracy-limiting issues is in progress.
We turn now to the application of these RF sideband methods to spectroscopy, especially sub-Doppler spectroscopy using saturated absorption techniques. Figure 5 shows our "optical heterodyne saturated absorption laser spectrometer." We have in the gas cell in addition to the phase-modulated probe beam a counter-running, unmodulated wave at the laser frequency. Saturation by this beam produces sharp The signal-bearing probe beam is detected by a fast photodiode (D) whose output is filtered for the RF component at frequency w and applied to the signal port of an RF Doubly-Balanced Mixer. The RF reference signal is phase-shifted by an adjustable delay line. The dc output of DBM-1 may be further processed by a lockin amplifier to recover the signal (output 2) synchronous with the saturation chopping.
Bennett holes in the population distribution which give rise to sharply-tuned dispersive/absorptive features as the probe beam and its modulation sidebands tune over them. The sub-Doppler signals arise when the absorbing medium produces a resonant phase shift of the carrier, or when it produces an attenuation or phase shift of either sideband. A summary of the theory of the resulting line shapes was given in Ref. 13 where we also showed that one can obtain resonances of exceptional signal/ noise ratio. However, for metrological purposes the symmetry of resonances is perhaps even more interesting than ,their signallnoise ratio. A remarkable property of the FM sideband technique is that modest apparatus misadjustment (e.g. RF phase shifter setting) does not compromise the intrinsic line symmetry. We have recently published an experimental investigation (13) of this point in which we showed that residual line asymmetry was certainly below 1/500. This interesting, but not yet overwhelming asymmetry limit was controlled by small residual errors in the profile fits. In figure 6 we show the resonances in absorption (curve a) and dispersion (curve c) phase. The five-fold magnified residuals are plotted in curves b and d, respectively. In our fitting functions the saturation broadening was not treated in adequate detail: subsequent work shows that inclusion of the spatially-inhomogeneous saturation effects associated with the gaussian mode shape gives a nice improvement in the fit quality. When still higher S/N records are available, we will want to include different saturation factors for each of the probe's frequency components, even though the probe-generated saturation broadening is rather small.
To explain the principles involved and to clarify the origin of the noise inherent in previous spectroscopic practice, it is useful to consider an absorbinglgas sample interacting with an interrogating radiation field. In figure 7 we show such a gas cell being illuminated by a monochromatic optical input field --Ein(t) = Eo COSQ~. The absorbing gas in general attenuates and phase shifts the input+signal, the field exiting after the cell length L may be written in the form E (t) = Eo eaIJ2 cos(Qt-$). In this expression a and $ are due just to the out resonant absorption process. It is highly instructive to focus our attention on -change field, zD(t) = Ein(t) -Eout( t ) . In a very real sense this field ED . : + EO(aL/2 cosQt + $ sinPt) represents a "darkness wave" radiated by the medium in equilibrium to provide the "absorption" we associate with Beer's exponential attentuation law. Microscopically, the atomic dipoles -coherently phased by the applied driving electric field -radiate in the forward direction with a sign and phase associated with a driven dispersion oscillator. In terms of the complex sus-+ + ceptibility x=x'-ix", the "darkness" field takes the form ED kL~'/2 sin~t]. The physical reality of the "darkness wave" is readily demonstrated by experiments in which the input laser frequency (or phase) is abruptly switched to a new value: the "darkness radiation" appropriate for the original condition persists for a time of the order of the transverse, dipolar relaxation time. Such coherent optical transients ("free induction decay transient") following laser frequency switching have been widely utilized for gas phase relaxation spectroscopy (24, 251 . Phase switching transients have also been studied (26) . To make closer connection with the previous discussion, we note here the strong physical resemblance of this matter-generated "darkness wave" to the wave leaking out of a highfinesse Fabry-Perot resonator. The latter field has a damping time associated with the lifetime of photons in the optical cavity or, ultimately, with the related spectral linewidth of the cavity's resonance function. Drever suggested use of this radiation as a "flywheel" or "phase memory" to allow measurement of the instantaneous laser phase (12). By now we have successfully used both "cavity storage" and "darkness wave" radiations for laser phase-locking.
We have suggested that the influence of laser noise can be vastly reduced if we can encode our resonance information to an appropriately-high intermediate frequency (IF) for processing using heterodyne techniques. Alternatively we could consider signal detection at zero IF frequency (homodyne detection) using an ideal laser having only the inescapable quantum fluctuations (pure shot noise).
It is interesting to compare the sensitivity of the two approaches. Let q = ca *A*e/fiQ*q 0 where A is the effective area of the laser field distribution and q : i s the diode's quantum efficiency. The quantity q is effectively the diode sensitivity in amps/ (volt/m)2.
Homodyne detection corresponds to the usual straightforward absorption signal: there will be but one fr~quency, the role of the 'local oscillator" being + played by Ein and the signal by EDark. The "beating" of these two fields in the diode will produce a diode current
The quadratic term in Edark is neglected because of its small relative size. In ihomodyne, the quadrature phase component of Edark averages to zero in the "phasesensitive homodyne detection process." We can see that a noise modulation on the laser output present in iDC could add directly to the homodyne signal and thus tend to obscure the absorption. Finally,
The minimum noise condition will arise if the laser has no amplitude fluctuations whatsoever of a technical nature. We then will have a pure shot-noise limited detection process, resulting in an rms noise current of i = q, where B is the n effective detection bandwidth. The minimum detectable absorption signal therefore corresponds to in= ihomodyne, giving
In heterodyne detection, to obtain the frequency-offset "local oscillator" needed for a nonzero "IF frequency," we may convert a portion of the original laser beam into sidebands by the phase modulation process previously described. Su pose we produce n o sidebands of amplitudes f = JIBO, E-= JIEO and frequencies QP = 52% and 52-= Q u , respectively. The carrier frequency is 52 and its amplitude will be E ' = JOEo. The main heterodyne signal current of dispersion phase will arise from the carrier-related darkness wave beating with each sideband. Within the total current iDC = q<Etota12>, we will have two heterodyne terms at w:
The modulation-dependent function 2~~(@)5~(f3) has its maximum value of 0.677 at = 1.1. Thus we see that if the total available laser power is to be used (i.e. we have to "spend" some of our carrier power to produce sidebands for the heterodyne process), then the signal cost is a factor 0.67 (=-3.4 dB). If we had a phase modulation process that produced no higher order gilgg,,ds, for a sideband r la ve 5 l5+ amplitude f, the rem~ining carrier would be (1-2f ) . The function 2(1-2f ) has a maximum of 1/J2 (=-3dB) at f=1/2. The total power falling on a diode, and hence the shot-noise generated background noise is unchanged by the modulation. Thus we conclude that for a signal cost of 43.4 dB, the use of F' M sideband technqiues enables us to encode the resonance information to a frequency high enough that we can totally escape the laser technical noise. Further, we see that simple external phase modulation (or laser frequency modulation) is a completely satisfactory way to produce the necessary phase-coherent local oscillator sidebands.
It is also worth noting that often the laser power output is larger than the necessary or optimum level for our spectroscopic task. For example, in saturated absorption spectroscopy, excess power leads to wider spectral lines. In this limit, optical heterodyne spectroscopy even more closely approaches the optimum signal recovery possible using shot-noise-limited homodyne detection.
Usually, in practice the experimental absorption sensitivity is far worse than the theoretical limiting value. It is interesting to estimate the magnitudes in- in a 10 an absorption length we would need 230 atoms/cm3, which corresponds to about 10-l4 torr. Taking the Doppler broadening into account (-1 GHz vs natural linewidth -10 MHz) increases the necessary pressure 100 fold to 10-l2 torr. It is clear that very weak absorption (or dispersion) can be studied with this high sensitivity.
With this kind of remarkable sensitivity a number of interesting possibilities present themselves: For example, two photon absorption should be visible in absorption when the carrier and either sideband sum to the two-photon allowed transition -energy (27).
Related two photon processes in four-wave mixing have been studied with heterodyne techniques (28) .
Several types of two photon dispersion signals may also be expected. Alternatively, unprecedented values of signal/noise ratio may be expected for more conventional absorption samples. We believe that it will be particularly attractive to study molecular absorbers within a "build-up" resonator external to the laser source. An obvious candidate is the 612 mn line in I2 using a HeNe laser. Two distinct modulation frequencies may be used as in passive hydrogen devices (29) to control cavity tuning and laser frequency separately. The high available sensitivity may be important in ameliorating the light intensity shifts noted in the introduction.
Finally, some quite interesting four-component patterns arise when the detector views the originally-unmodulated "saturating" beam. Modulation is transferred from the counter-running modulated wave to the unmodulated one via a multiplicity of Doppler-free four wave resonant mixing processes. J. Shirley has given a theory of these signals and these results will be reported in detail elsewhere (30) . The signals arise basically from pulsating population gratings and so carry interesting information about relaxation rates as discussed previously by R a j et al. (31) .
In this paper we have discussed the new and extremely powerful FM sideband technique which is attractive both for spectroscopy and for laser frequency stabilization. The method provides resonance profiles of exceptional signal/noise ratio in principle and in practice: the signal/noise ratio is only 3.4 db less than that associated with ideal absorption spectroscopy. The method provides resonances of basically ideal (odd) symmetry around the spectral center: experimentally we have demonstrated line profiles anti-symmetric at least to 1:500. A further advantage is that the necessary "discriminator curve" for the servo control of laser frequency is obtained without imposing frequency modulation on the laser per se. This in turn greatly enhances the utility of these devices for metrology. Finally, investigations of metrologically-interesting resonances in external resonator gas absorption cells are in progress and laser line-narrowing into the sub-Hertz domain seems imminent.
